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be related to the duration of life of an A pis, since many dif
ferent periods are recorded for that. But by reducing the dates 
of the enthronement of A pis as given by Brugsch and Lepsius in 
the Egyptian reckoning to the Julian chronology on the basis 
of the fixed Sirius year, the significant fact was discovered that 
such enthronement always took place on the day of the full 
-moon. Since A pis is known to be the visible representation of 
Osiris, and the latter is identified with the full moon, it is 
reasonable to suppose that the Apis·period of 9125 = 25 x 365 
days was purely astronomical, and that the name was derived 
from its connection with the full moon and Osiris. 

_ODSER\'ATIONS OF THE PLANET liiARS.-A telegram trans
mltted by Prof. Pickering to Prof. Krueger, and printed in 
Astr. Nach. No. 3241, reads as follows:-" Holden tele
graphs: Bright projection of l\!ars terminator like that previously 
observed at Lick Observatory and seen several mornings, best 
seen June 28 near Polar Cap, Ganges seen double." 

THE '}'ACKSOJV-HARMSlVORTH POLAR 
EXPEDITION. 

THE private Polar Expedition led by l\Ir. F. G. Jackson, 
and financed by l\Ir. A. C. Harmsworth, sails from the 

Thames to-day, July 12, on board the steam-whaler IVindward. 
for Franz Josef calling m route at Archangel. ' 

l\Iany ol the eqUipments of the expedition were exhibited to 
a select party at an "at home" given hy 1\Ir. and 1\Irs. Harms· 
worth at the Grafton Galleries on Friday evening, and on 
l\Ionday laH a of visitors shown over the ship in 
the Shadwell llasm, when the spec1al arran"ements for the 
expedition were more fully explained. " 

The staff finally sel:cted by 1\Ir. Jackson to 
accompany h1m on h1s proJeCted land JOurney in the far !!Orth 
includes the following :-:\lr. Albert Armitage, second il"l com
mand, a young officer of the P. and 0. Company's service who 
is ::practical and in and 'mag
nellc ob!ervauons; Dr. Kettltt•, medtcal officer · Captain 

a merchant skipper; l\Ir, Fisher cur;tor of the 
Nottingham as c.?llector; Burgess, who 
has had some previous Arcuc expenence, and will act as cook • 
.Mr. Childs, who undertakes mineralogical work and photo: 

and l\lr. Dunsford, who, like l\lr. Jackson and Mr. 
Armttage, has a knowledge of surveying. Some friends of the 
explorers sail with the party, intending to return from 
Archangel. 

Several previous have acquired some knowledge 
of the natural condtUons of Franz Josef Land and it is con· 

e_xpected that game, in the shape of b;ars, seals, and 
buds1 Will be Accordingly a complete outfit of 
sportmg guns, nfles, harpoons, &c., is being taken. The 
expedition is, however, fully provisioned for four years with the 
most highly condensed and thoroughly preserved foods obtain. 
able. :Much reliance is placed on the fresh bear and seal meat 
expected to be shot, for the prevention of scurvy, but 1\lr. Jack: 
son also proposes to use port wine as a specific. The use of 

.and toba.cco, which has recently been entirely discarded 
m Arct1c work, ts one of the peculiar and pro baLly not un
popular features of the present attempt on the Pole. 

The arrangements for travelling include boats for crossing 
op;n water. One of aluminium, measuring 18 feet by 5 feet, 

only .150 lbs., and can carry twenty people; it is made 
m three sect10ns for convenience of transport on sledges and 

section will float _by itself. A similar copper boat, 
mg abo:'t 200 lbs., IS aho carried, and three light wooden 
Norwegtan A fa<t sceam-launch, appropriately named 
the .Markham, 1s expected to be of service if it is found possible 
to p:oceed from the base for some distance by sea, or up 
Austna Sound. 

After landing the exploring party in Franz Josef Land about 
the end of August, the IVindward will return to England if 
possible, and sail again next year with fresh supplies. ' 

The whole cost of the expedition is estimated at £25,ooo. 

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PARIS 
OBSERVATORY. 

Q N the 3rd of March of this year, M. Tisserand presented his 
report to the Council of the Observatory regarding the 
of the Observatory durin_g the past year. In his pre

hmmary remarks he refers bnefly to the work in course of 
execution. Under the direction of Le .Venier, great attention 
was concentrated on the meridian service, which comprises 
observations of the sun, moon, planets, asteroids, and the 
revision of the catalogue of Lalande. Extra-meridian observa
tions of comets and small planets have been made with the 
equatorial in the west tower, and M. \Volf has been occupied in 
astra-physic researches. An important work in hand is that of 
publishing a catalogue of the Observatory, based on all the 
values of the meridian observations made from 1837-1881 
while special researches on the R.A. of fundamental stars 
been undertaken, and on the declinations, after methods pro
posed by M. Lcewy. The equatorial service has been enlarged 
by the addition of another conde, which instrument is devoted 
to the observation of planets, comets, systematic measures of 
double stars and nebulre, and will be occupied in future with 
the study of the most interesting variable stars. 

Wit.h regard to the "':'ork in ha!ld, 1\I. says that 
there IS enough "assure pour plus1ers annees." In remarking 
on the great preponderance of meridian work, he refers to its 
considerable importance in astronomy, furnishing as it does the 
constants for calculating the positions of planets and stars: 

he says, gives the ?f dete:mining exactly 
the positions of small stars on a chche wlth relatlon to a certain 
r:umber-say a reference sta•s; but the positions of 
these last-mentiOned ought to be measured by meridian 
instruments. 

The movement relative to the lengthening of the railroad has 
b_een making great headway,. and already the means of protec
tion suggested by the Council have been commenced notably 
that of the mur d' iso!emmt constructed near the tunnei. 

Let us take a rapid survey of the work done with each of the 
separate in;truments as reported by the head of each depart· 
ment. 
. Large J.leridian Circle.-Besides general transits observed, 
It was attempted to correct the catalogue of polar distances of 
fundamental stars, in continuing zenith distance measures of 
s!ars with the adopted latitude. A series of sixty star;, six 

observed, showed that the corrections agreed very satisfac
tonly among themseh·es, and harmonised well with those 
furnished by the normal catalogue of l\1. Auwers. 

Simultaneous observations have also been made to correct 
the. epheJ:?erides of the Connaissattct des Temps and the latitude, 
wh1le acuve researches have been started for finding out the 
causes of the inequalities. \Vith reference to the " flexion 
horizontale," the instrument has remained firm, the mean value 
given by the collimators being - o" ·68, those for the three pre· 
ceding years being -o''·54, -o''73, and -r:/'·66. 

llftridian Imtrummt, Gambty.-The work started in May 
1890, of correcting catalogue R.A.'s ol fundamental stars, has 
been continued, and the corrections found are " faibles et bien 
concordantes," as shown from the following: few values:-

1t90. 1892. 
Stars. s. s. s. 

8 Virginis ... +o'o3 +o·o3 +o·o2 
25 Canes Venatici ... -o·oJ -0'12 -0'14 
m Virginis +0'07 +o·o6 +0'03 
T Virginis . .. +o·o6 +o·o4 
Arcturus +o·o7 +o·o5 +o 04 

• Eighteen sledges of exceptionally light and strong construc
tion, each calculated to carry 1000 Jb,, weight if neces;ary are 
taken; these are to be drawn by Siberian dogs or 
There are .three.collapsible tents, and suirs of Samoyed clothing 
fo_r use m Winter, the cumbrous-looking garb of these 

nomads being considered better adapted for rough 
m bad weather than the tighter-fitting costume of the 

Esk1mo pattern. The scientific instruments carried are perhaps 
the that have ever been taken into the far north, the ex· 
tenstve use of aluminium ensuring a lightness and strength 
.never before attained in Arctic exploration. 

Circle of Gambey.-Employed exclusively for researches on 
the variation of latitude ; 127 nadir distances of polaris were 
measured, of which 101 were direct, and 26 by reflection . 

Cercle J.llridim dze 7ardi11.-During the earlier months 
instrument was used for the determination of polar distances of 
fundamental stars and for latitude, by methods of M. Lcewy. 
A minute determination of the inclination of tt.e horizontal 
thread of the instrument was also made, and also the influence 
of personal equations in the cases of stars near the pole, l\I, 
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Ren:m having installed in front of the eyepiece a prism which 
reversed the direction of apparent mo\·ement of the stars, either 
in right ascension or declination. 

The "Supplement :i I'IIistoire Celeste de Lalande" is 
undergoing revision, and the positions of 2250 stars are re· 
quired to be re-observed, each three times by meridian 
observations. Since April 1893, sixty series, comprising about 
1000 stars of the catalogue, have been obtained. 

The r!sttml of the meridian observations made during the 
year shows that the instruments were by no means idle, no les> 
than 17,248 observations having been made. The dsttm! of the 
planets observed during the period gives the total number 
as 556. 

Eqttatoriattx Coud!s.-The large equatorial has been re· 
ceiving several alterations and additions, and it is hoped to 
maintain the position of a fixed or movable star on the same 
part of a photographic plate with an approximation ofo'·2 nearly. 
The small coude has been the means of effecting the complete 
measurements of 186 double stars, besides some observations of 
minor planets, comets, occultations, &c. 

The Equatorial i11 the I Vest Tower.-This instrument is under 
the direction of M. Bigourdan, who, with Ill. Faye, were away 
observing the total eclipse of the sun at Senegal. During their 
stay there, fifteen lunar culminations for longitude and four series 
of observations for latitude were made, besides meteorological 
observations and four independent determinations of the rela
tive intensity of gravity. The 'olar observations, among other· 
things, consisted in observing the four contacts, and searching 
round the limb of the sun for any small bodies that might be 
visible. 

The observations made with the equatorial above referred to 
consisted of measurements of 280 double stars, besides those of 
comets, occultations, &c. 

The equatorial in the east tower, under l\1. Callandreau's 
direction, has been devoted chiefly to observations of minor 
planets. 

In the departments where photography is employed, l\11\f. 
Henry have obtained, among other results, 169 cliches for the 
catalogue of the Carle dtt Cit!, twenty-nine large cliches of the 
moon, enlarged directly eighteen times, these latter marking 
"un progrcs Ires sensible sur les resultats obtenus anterieure
ment." 

The "Bureau des Mesures des Cliches du Catalogue,'' under 
1\Idlle. Klumpke's supervision, is now supplied with two 
machines. The total number of stars measured in the twelve 
months amount to 27,750; of these 26,831 \Yere measures of 
stars, 343 measures of double stars, and 32 planetary measures. 

The meteorological observations and the hour service have 
been regularly continued, the latter without any failure during 
the entire year. 

In the department, l\I. Deslandres has been 
continuing the researches on the sun and stars ; but much time 
was devoted to the preparations for the observations of the total 
eclipse of the sun last }'ear. The results obtained during the 
eclipse consisted of twenty-two photographs of the corona. Some 
of the negatives show luminous jets from the corona extending to 
a distance of two diameters. The ultra-violet spectrum of the 
corona has been . traced up to the limit of the ordinary solar 
spectrum, and in addition fifteen lines have been observed in 
the new region. In the researches concerning the rotation of 
the corona, it has been found that one of the negatives shows 
the spectra of two points of the corona, situated at the ex
tremity of an equatorial diameter and 10' from the solar limb, 
placed side by side. The bright H and K lines of calcium 
present a slight displacement corresponding to a difference of 
velocity of 5 to 7'5 kilometres. l\1. Deslandres admits 
that the solar corona is animated with a motion of rotation, 
the angular velocity of which corresponds with that of the sun. 

Other spectroscopic work being continued is that of the study 
of the radial velocities of prominences and stars. 

THE CHEMISTRY OF CLEANING.1 

AS a great city grows, and the agglomeration of struggling 
humanity increases, such questions as the disposal of 

sewage and other waste matter rise from comparative insignifi· 
gance into problems of almost insurmountable difficulty; and 

1 A lecture de!i,·ered at the London. Institution, b}• Prof. Vivian Lewes. 
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whilst we are able to put the burden of cleansing our towns. 
upon the urban authorities, the responsibility of keeping our 
homes and bodies in a condition of at least sanitary cleanliness 
devolves upon the individual, and a knowledge of the causes of 
dirt anrl the methods by which it can be removed, cannot be 
regarded as devoid of interest, or at any rate utility. 

Before we can cleanse, we must have dirt to remove, and this 
prime factor of our subject naturally must claim our first 
attention. 

Dirt has been variously defined: a great statesman has 
spoken of it as "matter out of place," poets have christened it 
the "bloom of ages," whilst more matter-of. fact individuals 
have been content to look upon it as something which causes 
an infinite amount of trouble in the household, and leads to the 
consumption of much soap and water. If, however, we divest 
our mind of prejudice, and approach the subject of dirt from 
a scientific point of view, we shall find a silver lining to the 
grimy cloud, and shall have to admit that a wondrous store of 
interest is to be found in the dust with which the housemaid 
wages perpetual war, and which when glued by nature to our 
skins, requires special methods for its removal. 

Observation shows that in our town houoes, only a very short 
interval of time is needed f o cause a considerable deposit of dust 
upon any horizontal surface, whilst vertical surfaces and 
draperies, especially if their surface be rough, also accumulate 
a considerable quantity, although of a lighter and more finely 
divided kind. \Ve also find that this dust is borne to its resting 
place by the air which penetrates from the outer atmosphere, 
and that its deposition is caused by the comparative con
dition of rest insured to it by the absence of wind or violent 
currents. 

The presence of these air-borne particles of solid matter can 
be made visible in any town by allowing a beam of sunlight or a 
ray from an electric lantern to pass through the air of a dark· 
ened room. If the room be filled with air previously filtered by 
passing it through cotton wool, the beam of light is invisible 
until it strikes the opposite wall ; but if the air he unfiltered, the 
path of the beam is mapped out by the suspended matter re· 
fleeting and dispersing portions of it, and so becoming visible to 
the eye as "the motes in the sunbeam." 

The heavier the nature of the particles, the more quickly will 
they settle, with the result that the dust on horizontal surfaces, 
such as the tops of sideboard, piano, and mantel-board, may be 
expected to differ somewhat from the lighter form, which has 
continued to float until contact with vertical surfaces has brought 
it to rest. 

These particles of dust are composed of matters of the most 
varied nature, and will be found, when collected, to consist 
partly of mineral and partly of organic substances, namely, 
siliceous and carbonaceous matters, hair, epidermis from the 
skin, pieces of vegetable fibre, pollen from various plants and 
grasses, the sporidi::e of fungi and bacteria. 

The heavier portions of the dust are found to contain ground
up siliceous matter, pulverised by traffic in the road ; small 
particles of salt carried inland by winds from the sea, together 
with sulphate of soda, with other impurities of a local character. 
If a sample of dust be collected and carefully ignited, the organic 
matter will be burnt away, and any ammonium salts volatilised, 
whilst the mineral portion will be unacted upon ; and in this. 
way it has been shown that more than one hair of the suspended 
matters in the air are of organic origin, a large portion of this 
organic matter consisting of germs which are capable of setting 
up fermentation, disease, and decay. 

It is only within the last few years that the importance of the 
work done by the solid particles of dust floating in the air has. 
been recognised, and it is to Pasteur that we owe the know
ledge that these germs set up the va1ious processes of organic 
decay. 

Pasteur collected the lightest portions of dust, wh!ch are left 
floating•in the air after· the heavier portions have settled down, 
by gently drawing air through a plug of soluble collodion cotton; 
and after he had collected sufficient dust in this way, he dis· 
solved the cotton in a mixture of alcohol and ether, and ex
amining the residual particles under the ·microscope, was able 
to show the presence of a large and variable number of organisms 
obtained from the atmosphere. 

He also found that solutions of sugar mixed with beer yeast, 
and left exposed to the air, rapidly decomposed. If, however, 
the solution was kept in contact with air, that had been pre
viously heated, it would remain unchanged for months, but de· 
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